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IXON WILL ANSWER STEVENSON TALK
nerd W. Hall had chosen the vice
By LYLE C. WILSON
disclosed that his small Nationalist
reply to Stevenson for
Press Stall Correspondent presi4ent to
United
replied:
Parry it has no more than 500
WASHINGTON. Mar. 9. ityi — the 5arty, McCarthy
members plotted not only the in"An excellent choice. But, I am
Eisenhower asked Vice
President
credible shooting attack on Conone to make an anThe Tea House of Sing Lc is
President Richard M. Nixon to delegating no
gress but also plotted attacks on
on me. Mr.
e, title of this. year's prodation
Adlai E. Stevenson next swer of the attack
to
reply
other officials, including President
speak for the party. I
will
y the Murray Training School
Nixon
broadcast
free
the
on
Saturday
Eisenhower.
for myself. Stevenson
usic Department. The curtain of
and television time also sought ny am speaking
Hence the urgency with which
lengthy attack
he College Little Chapel will
Joseph R. McCarthy 111-Wisa. made a vicious and
Sen.
memparty
other
of
roundup
the
choice
pen at 7:30 pm.. tonight 011 the
,Neither NBC ra- on me. Len Hall had no
agreed.
Nixon
now.
conducted
being
is
bers
ea Garden of Sing Lo's Tea
provided but to ask for time since Steventelevision
CBS
or
dio
and
father
white
a
of
son
Albizu,
ouse. The 7:30 curtain time will
was an attack on the
time for McCarthy. Instead they son's speech
The leader is 62 year old Pedro a Negro mother, attended Vermont
proceeded by a thirty minute
make
who on Saturday College and Harvard University.
to 11 p.m. EST Satur- Republican Party. Let me
10:30
Campos
alloted
Albizu
concert by the Murray Training
an
formal response it clear. that Stevenson made
gun battle with While at Harvard he married a
hour
Nixon's
two
a
for
fought
day
School Orchestra, starting at 7:00
attack on the Repubpolice and National Guardsmen Peruvian girl, Laura Meneses, a
to the March 6 speech in which intemperate
m.
a vicious atStevenson made a vigorous politi- lican Party but also
from his barricaded headquarters student at nearby Radcliffe who
me."
on
tack
only
taken
was
and
the
RO
Juan
the
In
Presidrnt,
in
the
San
on
arm
Characters
in
attack
cal
Leading
became a strong right
McCarthy said federal communiParty. McCarthyism
Republican
ember cast are: Jenelen Mec after being overcome by tear spreading his propaganda.
cations rules required that he be
Wade
Warreo,
States
gas.
inney. Norma Jean
and McCarthy.
He entered the United
Underwood, Melvin Henley, Gerald
McCarthy threatened legal re- given free time under the circumArmy in 1947, after his return to
Once he advocated non-violence
Jeffery, Judy Barnett, Jean Dick.
against the networks Mon- stances.
prisals
Rico.
Puerto
Rican
campaign for Puerto
-They 1 the networks) will grant
Don Myers, and Fred Gardner. In his
Those who attempt to explain his
day night when he arrived in New
independence.
Members of the chorus are: Paula
York and learned that NBC 3nd me time or they will learn what
unbounded hatred for the United
Wilma Boyd, Patricia
'Blalock,
CBS were not honoring his re- the law is. I will guarantee that."
"Violence," he said. "is repug- States say it may have had its beCBS piomptly repeated that it
Burgess.
quest for time.
nant to the Puerto Rican charac- ginning during his time in the
the
not grant his request. It
to
would
private
from
rose
He
Army.
of
"Are
you
that?"
the
sure
surJanice Davis, Ann Falwell, Joan ter."
lieutenant, but the
prised senator asked- airport re- said in a statement that it was
Today he leads sworn killers rank of first
Goard, Becky Rule. Catherine Ir"logical and equitable" to give the
Army sent the young Puerto Rican
porters.
vin, Sally Jones, Norma Lassiter. who will sacrifice themselves to
to a Negro unit.
Informed that--Republican Na- time to the GOP National ComPress
A
United
victim.
their
Overby,
reach
Ruetta
McDougal.
Polly
The Army segregation is said
tional Committee Chairman Leo- mittee "rather than to any indiviAnn Parker. Frances Perry. Patsy dispatch from San Juan last week perhaps to have formed the basis of
dual."
ThurEdna
Waldrop,
Judy
Moody,
NBC withheld immediate comhis hatred.
Charlene
Richerson.
man, Janice
By 1927 he was touring Latin
ment.
CochDale
Spann,
Joann
Robinson,
of
hundreds
making
America
As of the moment the battle is
ran.
speeches against the U S. as the
farm
between McCarthy and the netcalls
by
the
of
owner
the
If
Nine.
Number
Pictured above is Mystery Farm
"colossus of the NIrth."
works, but that may not last. Also, •
Dan Evans, Bill Harrell, Ray1.1
will receive a nice
By 1930 he had established him- the Ledger anti Times this week and identifies his _farm, he
as of now, Republica* strategy
-mond Hensley. , William Hulabs,
self as president of the Nationalist serial photograph of his farm.
does not provide for much or any
Joe McDougal, Lorry _ Norsworthy,
Party and stumped the island dedefense of McCarthy in Nixon's
Freddy Parks, Ray Rumfelt. John
asked to call NI anti-WIT wbáà
arO
Fa,a.
.
Mystery
the
can
who
Subscribers
case
identify
Rice's
Puerto
that
speech, probably none.
Shroat, Billy Shroat, Billy Swift,
The. Murray Woman's Club will manding
Nations. farm it is.
Gerald Waldrop, Robert Wester- meet at the club house Thursday be taken to the League of
The United Press was informed
AO.5 11r1r1R1fr
man. Don Harmon. Dan Billington, afternoon at 2:30 o'clock This will He still specifically opposed
party strategists expect Nixon to
Last week's farm bitIonged to Johnnie Walker.
-- —
Ronald Ray.
be a very important meeting and lenee.
The North-South Cage Commis- speak on the Eisenhower adminisHy 1935, however, continuous poStage crew members are Robert Mrs L. E. Owen. president, asks
sion
held the firat metellig of The tration record to dote, Mg root Art
litical detest had embittered bana.
Barrett, Gerald Cahoon. Jerry Hole that every member attend.
year
Saturday to mak
prelimi- the senator It is planned for hits
His agitation led to a fight beClifton McColun. and Wells Owen
The club's yearly reports will
nary plans for the Sixth Annual to make what is called "a posipolice
the
and
followers
in
is
his
School
tween
High
Junior
')usithe
be given and,,,Unportant new
tive presentation of the recoil
game
in which some of his followers
charge of ticket sales.
ness will be introduced.
Dr Kenneth G Row was elected which will be the umbrella for all
revenge
of
president
demanded
and
Crider,
He
Tom
killed.
McDougal
Mrs.
were
Jo
Ida
Ushers are
Each of the departments of the
this
in
candidates
a new member of the Commission Republican
PTA anRuby Bieck
etub will have a special chrty at and got it in _the slaying of the the Murray High School
and Rex Alexander was placed on year's campaign."
po- nounced today that the ehapter
island's
the
of
chief
American
the meeting on Thursday with the
The sequence of events leading
the selection committee.
had won the "Acorn" attendance
Home Department serving as hos- lice.
up to the present situation was:
The Tappan Stove Company has Visualite Oven with interior oven
to 10 award for attendance during the
sentenced
was
he
that
For
tess. the Music in charge of the
All of the officers of last year,
announced the addition of three light and "peek switch", the lockI. Stevenson made a speech SatFederal Prison. school .year
musical part. the Garden being re- years in Atlanta's
, type aimmerset valves, and the will serve again this year in the urday describing the Republican
new models to its present eathe
win
to
necessary
Attendance
in
He returned to Puerto Rico
sponsible for the club house decomuch -copied divided top. The list same capacity
Party as half McCarthy and half
average of 173. The range line.
rations, the Zeta and Delta in 1947, preaching the doctrine that award is an
of new ranges is headed by the
Ilk)
was
average
High
James Lassiter is chairman of Eisenhower end assailing McCar•
Chrome Tappan Chrome Queen. which
republic which Murray
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a
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models
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and
three
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the
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charge
died
Little Teresa Gail Hargrove.
thyism. the President's party leadfor the PTA year
Queen. 40 inch range, model HQKV joins the select group of the Super the commission with Roy Stewart
a major part in pre- the United States had invaded.
this morning at the age of two pha to have
Mrs. Crider said that she wished -82, Chrome Queen, model HQV- 60 series.
George Hart a ill ership and certain basic Eisenhowvice-chairman.
business.
new
the
senting
months and four days. She had
er policies.
Then came a senseless attack by to thank everyone who made the
62, and Chrome Princess, model
Officers of the club said this
The Chrome Queen. 40 inch again be treasurer and Jack Frost,
been in WO health since birth.
2. McCarthy announced Sunday
five of Albizu's "students" who at- winning of that award possible.
secretary.
Sr.,
interesting
KTV-72.
most
'54
a
for
be
to
HQKV-62,
promises
model
range,
Survivors include her parents
tempted to assassinate the goverthat he would request identical
all
that
again
satiny
urged
and
smooth.
a
by
meeting
is highlighted
Mi. and Mrs Marcus Hargrove ef
Other members of the commis- broadcast and television time to
nor. Other outrages followed aalThe Chrome Princess is manuchrome finish that has been ap- sion are M 0 Wrather, C L.
4111 South Fourth street: her grand- members be present. An executive bizu was arrested and sentenced
eply
factured here in Murray by the
the
precede
will
extends
and
meeting
plied to the top roll
parents. Mrs. Gladys Garland of board
Sharbrough. Earl Sensing, Ed Se
to life in prison. It was then that
Murray Manufacturing Company,
3. Hall and committee associates
at 130 p.m.
entire front of the tie. Matt Sparkman. Bernard Bell,
the
across
things
Murray route six and Mr. and general meeting
strange
"seeing"
he began
and is an addition to the 36 inch
decided Monday that the answer
range.
about
Waldrop.
Mrs. Amerine Hargrove of Mode!.
complain
T.
to
H.
has a horiin his cell and
tal Stevenson was a part.' matter
The following selectees left on range class. This model
Tennessee: great grandparents Mrs
atomic bombardment from nearby March 8, for Louisville for induc- zontally striped chrome panel aorThe new chrome trim presents
Other than the two new matters to be handled by the party
Jennie Hargrove of Hopkinsville
of the oven a bright luxurious appearanec and
buildings.
tion into the armed forces: Purdom cross the entire front
routine business was ganization. The White House callup.
taken
one
Paducah;
of
Collins
John
and
and storage door, adding sparkling harmonizes with other kitchen aced the committee to make the
discussed
Last September, on the recom- Miller Lovett, Billie Ray Roberts,
aister Linda Sue.
to the persper-. cessories enhancing the overall
after
shorty
suggestion
same
psy- Oury Glenn Billingtoq, James Ed- beauty in addition
and
physicians
of
held
mendation
were
Editor:
Dear
services
Graveside
beauty of any kitchen.
Hall's decision that Nixon was the
the win Morris, Kent Leroy Harp, live of greater size.
on
pardoned
was
he
with
chiatrists,
m.
p
00
Courirr
the
2
see
Tuesday's
I
in
at
this afternoon
Besides this new trim the Chrome
Williams, Ralph
Eugene
man to answer Stevenson. The
from poli- Billie
The use of chrome has not been
Bro. Loyd Wilson officiating. Bur- Journal the picture of a 3100.000 condition that he abstain
and Ronald Dominic Princess has many of the deluxe
Boyd,
White
House agreed.
attack
Thomas
the
was
result
cemetery.
First
tics.
in
1950
Barnett
built
bridge
over
Mayfield
ial was in the
limited to the outside of this model.
Surace, transfer from Lorain. Ohio. Tappan features such as the famous
4. Hall requested time of NBC
The Max H Churchill Funeral creek in Ballard County. This on the U.S. Congress.
It has been put to a functional as
and CBS and Mr. Eisenhower askHome was in charge of arrange- bridge is the end of the road we
well as decorative use.
ed Nixon to speak for the party.
were advocating 20 years ago as
ments.
A reorganization meeting of the
features
the
various
Among
It seemed obvious here that Rethe short route from St. Louis to
found on the Chrome Queen is Murray Post of the Ground Obpublican political strategists did
Nashville from the Cairo Bridge
night
last
held
was
Corp'
servers
oven
Flexo-Speed
the chrome-lined
not want McCarthy to appear as
through Mayfield. Murray and on
and the Visualite Oven which at 7.30 in the city hall. W. 0.
the pally spokesman on this sleetsto Nashville ove_r_t_he aisaltt FitzSuperinnamed
been
has
Spencer
view
to
permits the housewife
mon. and that the White House
hugh Bridge over the Tennessee
the progress of any•Plioking opera- tendent of the Post. succeeding
independently to the same
came
The following arrests were made- river.
Carter.
Z.
W.
the
tion without having to open
position. Mr. Eisenhower did not
Our friend Claude Winslow of
y city police over the weekend:
oven door A "peek switch" in the
Bill Cornett is Chief Observer 'want to reply to Stevenson and
Two drunks
Mayfield has been a strong advoThe National Safety Council gives right compartment is used to turn
At the recent White House con- trian safety
the unit.
Two for reckless driving.
cate of this short route although,
his advisers were agreed that he
the of
illuminate
light
to
oven
the
on
of
for
the
much
credit
Evanston's
has
.
again
..Evanston
and
Time
on
ference
highway safety cities
Two for running stop liahts.
he like myself, is reaching the
should not do so.
were
the
of
oven.
members
men.
to
intevior
two
performance
enviable
fourteen
at
White
the
About
model
a
cited
as
been
in
each
population group were
inactive age, and so this brings
One for speeding.
This range also has the famous signed up last night at the organiHouse conference on highway safe- One is Frederick Kreml, who beOne for unnecessary noise
new hope to two old timers, still cited for good traffic safety recty, the most recent of which was gan as an Evanston motorcycle Tappan Lift-Off oven door to zational meeting to carry out the
ords.
interested in better roads.
cop and became one of thg na- permit easy cleaning of the oven. work of the past.
How did they manage to cut held last month.
It is stated from the Department
The Pres-toe broiler is another
City Manager Bert Johnson said tion's top traffio experts.
the traffic death rate'
of Highways, that this road will down
The Murray post it a part of
The other is Police Lt. Frank salient point of the Chrome Queen.
The answers are supplied in a safety has become a "tradition"
By United Press
be contracted on through Mayfield.
nation wide Ground Observers
the
the
toe
the
of
touch
the
just
in
has
With
charge
been
who
Andrews.
in Evanston.
••
which ends favorably a dream of series of four dispatches from
Corps.
"full
rolls
drawer
broiler
entire
enforcement
traffic
of
Five Day Forecast
Evanston's
"The integrity of our police deloag night. The pictures shows blue ribbon communities in the
out" for easy accessibility for
KENTUCKY —Temperatures dur- a
James Sanders of Paris. Tennesin enforcing the leaks for several years
this $100,000 bridge with a barb- East. the South, the Midwest and partment
Wednesperiod,
five-day
Kreml. who patrolled Evanston's cooking and cleaning The broiler
see route five was arrested by
ing the
but firmly has carried over
politely
Far
comes
West
from
Today's
the
ed wire fence across the bridge
Sheriff Brigham Futrell this mornday through Sunday. will average
III. Subsequent dispatch- into the public and has made streets by day and studied law by pan and grill are 'chrome plated
to hold back the cattle on a prop- Evanston,
ing for passing a school hus while
everyone safety conscious," Jbhn- night, propounded the theory that for more handsome appearance as
from five to eight degrees above
safety
will
the
explain
es
measures
erty line at the end of the bridge.
most accide'nts are caused by mal- well as faster searing.
children.
son said
loading
the Kentucky normal of 45 Little
in
Providenc,
effectively
used
Will it be possible that yet I
Another outstanding cooking fea1-1, said Evanstonians reaper- adjustments in traffic movement.
marked day-to-day change is exThe car was going toward Paduof the R.I., Atlanta, Ga. and Seattl,.
completion
the
see
may
deQueen
Collige
Chrome
the
on
He got a chance to prove his ture found
The Murray State
the laws in the knowledge that
Wash
pected Rain about Thursday and
cah and passed the school bus at
road South west in Calloway and
they are fairly administered. For theory in 1929 when Evanston set is 'the new Tappan Contro-lo Heat bate team will be host Wednesday the speed of 80 miles per hour.
again about Sunday will total from South Graves to connect with the
for
plated,
March 10. to the University of Futrell said The bus was apyears, he said. the city has 'had up one of the nation's first aepa. burners, also chrome
By ALFRED LEECH
one-third to one-half inch
Dresden road that will shorten the
rate traffic prevention bureaus and the greatest heat flexibility pos- Indiana in a non-decision debat., proaching Almo Heights ab nit
United Press Staff Correspondent "fix-proof" traffic tickets.
the
of
Each
Memphis.
route
to
burners
—
—
sible Turned on full these
Johnston estimated the city's an- placed him in charge.
on the campus in the regular 7:30 this morning
EVANSTON, IIL tPt — This city
Federal
receive
should
roads
TEMPERATURES
Kreml set up the system of spot- give quick heat for fast frying etc. chapel program.
of 75,000 has achieved one of the nual expenditure on traffic at
The automobile just missed a
after
completion,
once
at
marking
65
High Yefterday
nation's best traffic safety rec- $20'7.000, including $160,000 for the ting traffic accicienZ. logetiops on while at low temperatyre they may
girl who was crossing the
small
our
of
climax
be
the
will
which
uptrill
4
The Murray debaters
Low Last Night
ords through expert traffic engi- police traffic division, 330.000 for maps and concentratinepolice in be used to keep food- warm withto board the tits. Futhighway
in
Calloway.
system
federal
LAKE STAGES
strict law enforcle- traffic engineering and mainte- thotae areas. Later he was instru- out further cooking. These burners hold the affirmative of the Na- rell said Futiell caught Sanders
a short neering and
for
wish
We
still
must
Tonight
Yesterday
nance of signs and signals. and mental in setting up Northwestern are synonymous with more versi- tional Collegiate Debate topic "re- at the Hardin intersectionr and he
ment
and straieht route to Paducah
institute tility eiving an infinite variation of solved. the United States should
Traffic
Observed Change To
University's
Evanston, a bustling city in its $17,000 for adminigtration.
to Murray and
returned
was
at Five Points and giving
starting
At 6 a.m. Midnight
In 1962 Evanston won the Na- which helps train traffic police cooking temperatures between the adopt a policy of free trade"
own right, is Chicago's northern
Station
brought before Judge Wayion Rayroad
line
section
straight
a
us
simmer,
and
hgh
of
extremes
two
the
country.
357.4 Fluct
throughout
Namany
from
traffic
as
tional
has
It
Grand
Council's
Safety
SavannTh
neighbor
practically through Marshall counThe debate coach, Dr. J. Albert burn He was fined $5650 for pasThe other Chrome Queen, model
..„
Evanston was one of the first
354.6 Steady
problems as any other city its tional Award with a perfect record
Perryville
ty. I hope that the Chamber of
Tracy. has assigned senior Jerry sing a school bus whin. loading
as
same
the
essentially
is
ivers'
di
HQV-62
the
away
cities
to
take
Steady
had
it
of no traffic deaths. In 1953
354 3
size.
Johnsonville
and County governBrown of Crayne. Kentucky and children Judge Rayburn warned
But since 1930 it has won 22 na- two deaths for a rate of 0.7 per licenses of violatora. Traffic law the HQKV-62 except that the for 354 2 Rise 0 1 Commerce
Scott-Fitzhugh
ment will put this in their files
Henry Ramey of Lamasco. Ken- Sanders that he could, be fined
broiland
oven
porcelain
has
on
mer
prabaplaced
are
who
violators
safety,
10,000 vehicles registered, comtional awards for traffic
354 1 Rise 0 1
Eggner's Ferry
for future development.
to handle this debate for up to $500 or receive a jail sentucky
are
Queens
Chrome
Both
Cr.
schools
safety
attend
of
tion
must ,
plus five more from the American pared with the national average
3542 Rise 01
Kentucky H W.
tence, or both.
squad.
Murray
the
Ohio
Mansfield,
in
weeks,
manufactured
four
for
once a week
Automobile Association for pedes- 2 1 for cities its size.
306 6 Rise 07 —T. 0. Turner.
KentOcky T. W.
By PHIL 7sIEW8OM
United Press Foreign News Editor
The United States FBI and the
Puerto Rican government have an
especially urgent reason for their
vigorous clampdown on the small
and politically ineffective Nationalonce
leader
whose
ist Party
claimed he was being bombarded
by atomic rays.
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W. B. Moser, principal of Murray High School, was
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By STEVE SNIDER
beat the Dodgers at Brooklyn last accorded a high honor last night by the local Lions Club
entered at the Pam Office, Murray, Kentucky, foielranamission as
By OSCAR tRALFY
United Press Sports Writer
year with 9 6-5 record for the seaSecond Claes Matter
when he was presented a Master Key, a symbol of outUnited Press Spores Writer
I
NEW YORK all-Natienal Lea- son. The Bums, however had the
,
•
gue fact sheet:
league's best record in double- standing service to Lionism.
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,
Ralph Killer of the Cubs out to headers, night games and in the
The newly completed Wesley Foundation Building at
NEW YORK. Mar. 9. t ---Four- though Ezzerd admittedly took it
teen years ago the mother of a easy in training for this -soft regain hi home run crow is from vital meter of winning extra inn- Murray State College will be officially opened tomorrow
ing contests.
yeungster touch.'" Nino thee won two more young Eddie Mathews of
old. Cuban
15-year
evening with a formal banquet.
will set a new
National
Atliai
is determined that Communism in sought out a Havana tight mana- belute he went-tu Germany and kee.
Warren Spahn of the Braves
The body of Elbert A. Melton, Big Sandy railroad secHeinz Neuhaus, League record with his next bases- tops
flattened
quickly
handle
him
and
her
to
asked
ger
government snail not be an issue in the off-year elections
the league in pitching victotion
foreman, who was drowned in Kentucky Lake on
boy because be wanted a career the European heavyweight king, loaded homer. Riffire Ralph and ries with 145.
Strung ou. in the
next ran. it Is a terribiy dangerous issue and one of the In the ring
And, in his last bout, Nino won Rogers Hornsby currently are tied -100 ar
January
6 was recovered yesterday by two fishermen.
better
classare
Preacher
Licinocratic Varty must avoid at all costs.
"I want you to take geod care from Arelue McBride to run bra .e 12 each for lifetime output.
Roe of Brooklyn 124, Murry DickThe Young Matrons Group of the First Christian
powvictory
etring
to
see
she
Little
Num.
eutyone.of
use
my
in a speecn at Miami Beach, Florida, which was nason of the Phillies 120, Ken Rafeagu
onae
l Le
e:at
r
'
's
spectacu
rise aslaar last
Church met at 7:30 Thursday evening with Mrs. Harolct
Nuns is even convinced that he erNaltl
admonished.
tionally televised Saturday night, the former presidential
season.
NL
sluggers
not
of the Recie_gs 119. Gilbert.
fensberger
only
set
The manager promised and then should have won all 15 fights unnew record of 1.197 homers, Larry Jansen of the Giants 118.
candid-ate sets up Senator Joseph it. McCarthy as the almost fell over in' a faint.
management
inder Gleason's
Kirksey PTA has special program on
Tiay
For, the "little one- was J strap- stead of having dropped those four breaking old one of 1.100. but 'or and Robin Roberts of the PhIlhes
cniei issue, and says President Eisenhower has "botved"
the first time in history the runs. 114.
at regular meeting.
ping six-footer who towered head in a row.
to
it:Lanny-ism, a term last employed and published
The Molly Martin Gift Shop has opened in the buildall was the black trivets,- he batted-in leader on ea.h club
and oarn-door shoulders over anySal Magee of the Giants is We
topped 100 RBIs and if Pittsburgh
in tne communist newspaper, Daily Worker, ot New thing wluch ever had come out of insists. ''In those four tights
ing
formerly occupied by the DAL LeIctric Shop across
veteran
a
marfive
year
with
only
wore black trunks. Not in any of had produced just one more homer
iota, out one now embraced and freely used oy lots of the jeigar cane fields.
gin over all rivals but the Bar- from the Fostoffice.
it
would
have
marked
the
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"If I can get him into the ring Hacker
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climbs through the ropes et Madi- against Rocky Marcum°, and Nino
most home run balls. 35, with
, Bout At Boston
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Cardinal Gerry Staley runnerup
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World
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The City of Murray 401,111 pay
- • Stevenson. Is wrong, however, when he says_ President
"It wasn't easy." Geeason ad- double, and a homer ta.th two homers hit last year,
can expect
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Monday to help the Pa.eseee same this season.
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schedule
following
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Mystery Farm Number Eight

he

rapidly getting too
hut to hatidiv so far as his department was concerned?
We said above that we believe the overwhelming ma-

resign to becloud an issue that was

Minimum
For the first
For the next
For the next
For the next
For the next
For the next
For the next
For the next
For the next
Per the next
For all Over

turity of our people deplore McCarthy's tactics. We believe an e'en largrr majority are heartily in favor of
that he is trying desperately to accomplish.
We be-

hece_the people consider International Communism as a
security, and that they want Reds ousted
from all positions ot trust in the government, in defense
plants and in private industry wherever they can damage.
us in case of a rebellion, or- an attempt to overthrow our
government. —McCarthy may be the wrong man to carry
out such an ambitious program. If SO somebody else
should be given the authority he is now vested with..
Our opinion is that he has accomplished a great deal
of good in spite of his crude tactics. In a democracy
we had rather see 100 guilty persons escape than mistreat one innocent map. In dealing with Communism,
o virereir, This may -be impossible'. AtTiast we art about
ready to agree to imprisonment for ths4e•whyi offer the
Fifth Amendment to .the Constitution as a curtain behind which they refuse to answer the question: "are you
a Communist?"
If we abridge a constitutional right and throw witnesthreat to our

2,000 Gals.
2,000 Gals.
2.000 Gals.
2.000 Gals.
2.0000,Gals.
25.000 Gals.
25.000 Gals
240.000 Gals
300.000,G:its.
400,000 Gals.
1.000.000 Gals.

per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per
per

Mo., per M Gals.
Mre -rrer M Gals,
Mo.. per M Gals.
Mo. per M Gals
Mo, per M Gals.
Mo, per M Gals.
Mo.. per M Gals.
Mo, per M Gals.
Mo. per M Gals.
Mo., per M Gals.
Mo. per M Gals

City
$130
075
0.66
0.57
048
0 42
0:13
0 24
018
0.15
0 12
0.09

City
$121,1
0 90
81
e.72
054
048
0.36
021
0.15
0 12
0.09

SECTION IT
I rates and rentals shall be applied for service rendered by the muleThe following schedule of sewer arid paid tu the City of Murray cipal sewer system.
Revenue
Per Yr.

Deecilptless

ses who refuse to answer that question in jail we will
mistreat some innocent people. But it will be their own

fault. We believe. the number of rats we catch will
jusfify cancellation of the right granted by the Fifth
Amendment so far as members of the Communist Pares
are concerned.
McCarthy,is lots of things to lots of people. But he is no
"straw man" and we believe Mr. Stevenson will -find out
Neither is he an "issue" on which Republicans will divide. Such things as isolationism, the gold standard, high
tariffs. and even public power, may divide Republicans,
but ntver "McCarthyism," or any other personal equation. Come election day, Republicans will vote for their

Mystery Farm Number Eight is
Ins 1926 he married Mesa Kathry n hes made 11G bushels of corn per
the Johnnie 'Walker farm located Butti.rwerth, and they have ene acre.
•
on Murray route one' Just North daughter. Marilyn. now Mrs. Gerie
Mr. Welker is a member of this
of Stella.
Cathey. They have one grand- Farm Bureau and le. and Mrs
A large :eumber of people. identi'
child.
Walker attend the Goshen Methofied' this ideal farm. First to cell
dist Church.
Mr Walker has fifty acres on
was Mrs. Sam Calhoun. In quick
He has been taking the Ledger
succession %ere Mies Jackie Wash- his fairie and although most 'II and
imes for many yea, s he
er. Merchth Ro.ere Mrs. Otis it is in pasture at the peesi.
/
i4
16Nele
time.
he
made
a
good
living
frren
Magnees
.
,.
Otto
Swann.
Mi.,
Mary.
candidates. If there are enough Democrats,. who favor
, ARM
a fifty acre farm IF
:Butterworth Mrs J. M Venable, it for a number of years At the
y small, a person car.
either McCarthy, or Eisenhower, they may hold the Mrs. John Workman, 0. W. Story, present time he is with the plant c.,
do qiliW well on it if he follows
balance of 'tower to keep the Republicans in office.
Mrs. R. E. Kelley. Mrs. Gale(' My- protection force at the atomic a careful diversification program,
emery
plient.
and replenishes the soil with the
If "EisenhcrWer Democrats': have cooled off, or if there ers, Miss Margaret Houeden. Mre.
William Gaigus arid MA. George
He has alwags been in fasts eecessary fertilizer. Mr. Walker
are enough Democrats who hate McCarthy. the Demoof a
diversified frie4
4 - •aid. He cited the farmers in otter
crats may control the next Congress. Or opinion is that Mr. Walker has been on this gram. highly
and the ampl•euse
pr
r countries who have much .smallei
they will win control, bstt "McCarthyLdn won't be the farm since 1931 purchasing it fertilizer. He received wide recog- .ereages yet always have someteem Nace Butterworth. In the
issue, It is more likely to be deflection of "Eisenhower nice - layout in the picture 'above nition at orre time for his di,ere thing to tat from their land.
Mr. Walker intimated that a
•nit was aerie. ,
Democrats" who expected the President to perform mire- can be seen the Marie barn, lied prufgram
larmer should koow exactly what
in • farm magizine.
kind of nutrient his seal requires,
:les like he did on the battle-fields of Northern Africa poultry house. tool shed and tebacco barns. All hate been built
He has placed lime on the lirerf then place this nutrient in the mei
and 'Western Europe. For they expected a great deal :Ince Ma. Walker moved mi /he
at a rate of two tons per are., u,'that crops can receeet the food
Vane
?efferen$. tee.. ht, W"lee' thee reee
nore of him than Republican's riiri.

I

l

First Class Hotels, 45 Rooms or More
Second Class Hotels. Not exceeding 15 Rooms
For Each Additional Room Up to 45 Rooms fiver room)
Murray High School
Douglas High School
Court Heine
Post Of(ice
Retail and Business Houses
For Office Buildings. First Floor Only
In Addition to First Floor Charges
For Each 12 rooms
For Each Additional Room
Murray State College
7
Hospitals or Clinics. 45 Rooms or less
Each Additional Room
klb.a
Apartment Houses or Residences Used as Apartments
Two Apartments
Additional Apartments
Rooming Houses, Five Rooms
Additional Rooms
Residences and All Other Single Consumers Not Specified
Service Stations, One Commode
Additional Commodes
Wash Pit or Rack
Steam Laundries
Hosiery Mall
Western Kentucky Stages
Murray 'Manufacturing Company
City Ice Plant
Theatres
Winslow Engineering
Ryan Milk Company
Frceen Food Locker
The minimum rate for sewer service shall be II 20 per month
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SECTION ill
' Adopted, this the 5th day of
SECTION IV
Such portions of all other City
This ordinance shall be published March, 1954.
of Murray ordinances as may be
by
the postitig of typewritten copGEO. HART, Mayor
in velem( herewith, to the extent
of such conflict. are Acreby re- tes.
Attest:
.
pealed. In all other respects, such
C. B. GROGAN, City Clerk
ordinances are hereby -confirmed.;
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HER NEW CORNEAS EXAMINED

.oclay
•• •

BIBLICAL CASS
BRISTOL, Conn, 1121--Patrolm

•

Paradise wasn't arouti,1
but Edgar L. Eden was arrested
anyway, charged with driving past

George

•-•• •

H• igh School, was

a stop sign on Divinity Street.

e local Lions Club

, a symbol of out-

lation Building at
opened tomorrow

,andy railroad sec-

Centucky Lake on
y two fishermen.
First Christian

stairs and bath, newly decorated. SPECIAL $1.00, ONE LOT'.BABY
ceepers. cotton sweaters, little
See owner at 7011 Poplar St.
ImI3p1 boys knit suits. Close out on socki
25 cents or 5 pair for a1.00. Love's
IISTAMS 3 ROOM LiNFITRMAN WITH TWO BOYS WANTS
Children Shop.
(#111%d
wired for elect! ie stove,
to share crop. Notify Frank Colentrance, private bath. Call
THERE IS NOW
A SINGER son, Route 1, Golden Pond. (m10p)
on Grocery, daytime 672Sewing Machine representative for
Me/ WE REPAIh hANGES, WASH- new and used machines and re- SOME ONE TO TRIM TREES,
1656.
tinhlc)
pair service. See Leon Hall, 1411 Phone 573-5.
RNIS HE D EASEMENT A- ers, small appliances, trains, biPoplar, phone 10'74-R.
cycles, fans etc. Crosland Appli-

FOR RENT

NOTICE

nt, private entrance sad
Female Help Wanted
(m9c) ance Service, 205 Smite Seventh • MIDWAY MOTORS •
203 Woocllawn.
(meie)
4
miles
South
of
Murray on Hazel
WORK,
ROOM HOUSE WITH up_ Street, phone 1412.
LADY FOR SURVEY
Road.
full or part time. Give references
- Drive out and Save $$$$ -

with Mrs. Harolct
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itilill
Aers Day
ened in the build-
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ROSSWORD PUZZLE

across

Shop

43-Breaks

ACROSS

suddenly

45-Roman tyrant

1-Morot high

Outpoints
n Non-Title
Boston

Mar, 8. IR -Welt.”-ipion Kid Gavilan sent
Li of Italy crashing to
twice Monday night to
y 10-round decision in
tuneup for his title
iiddleweight king Bobo

learly ended the fight
d round when he cona series of jarring
rights. Minelli went
in eight count in the
of the round
oarreled in again and
✓ had Minella in trouthe ropes. A
bolo
ed on Minele's chin
t down for th,, second
ount of one, la,: mannout the -round.
rho weighed in at 153
irge from the first bell
e difficulty in coonteri Wild swings
d 152 1-2, did not conright hand punch until

Wanted

mountain
45-Era
50-Sink In middle
51-Russfan name
63-Instrument
66-Symbol for
copper
66-Deny
59-Small dog
61-11oyal
53-Epic poem

d-RfOre
1--Goddess of
the moon
3-Teeth
14-Indefinifi article
15-Male deer
17-Noose
S-Parcel of land
Willow
Petition
of by.
Falrylik•
It-Hebrew letter
29-One of Magi
31-Adjusted
33-War god
36-Prefix: kart
36-Assaults
19--Snaniab title
42-A state (abbr.)
3
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1-Spanish . title
3-indian
mulberry
3-Things, in law
4-Preposition
6-Peas.
collectively
s

MOANFtL
rr4rEs

41

2::-eremo• nles
,5-Jules of East
Indian palm
(pl.)
2'7-Presiding
spirit
30-River to
France
32-Bane ball
teams
34-Strike
34--rince more
67-Tray
K
40-Wise person
41-Rascal
44-Range
47- BOY
attendant
43-Wooden ring

$2-Scolda me at cards
57-symbol for
tantalum
511-Spanish
article
58.....r.milege -degree

• New and Used Cars •Television and past experience. Write Box
32V, Murray, Ky.
Grayson McClure, Purdom Parks
(m30c)
OH, NO!
NEW HA,VEN, Conn. flri-John
INCOME TAX RETTRAS PFtE• Everts. Jr., reported to police that
rate. Phone his bicycle was stolen while he
pared. Reasonable
Wei was at a movie. The name Of the
547-J.
picture was -,,The Bicycle Thief"

n FOR SALE

I

149 ACRES, FOUR MILES EAST
Cherry Corner. Will sell for less
than worth of improvements. Carlos Pierce, hruriay Rt. 5. (ml3p)

I

PETER PIPER
PICKED A PECK

FERTILIZES NEEDED
ON CORN AND GRASS
Judicious use of fertilizer to
increase corn yields is advised by
Prof. P. E. Karraker, University of
Kentucky agronomist. A corn crop
takes a lot of plant food, he said.
For instance, a 100-bushel an acre
yield uses 130 pounds of nitrogen,
55 pounds of phosphate and 120
pounds of potash.
Application of a good commercial fertilizer is advised. It should
be based on soil tests, which now
,
can be made in all counties.
Prof. Karraker urges 'farmers to
delay no longer in putting in a
supply of fertilizer. More fertilize:
than ever before may be needed
this spring, he said, to help bring
back pastures damaged by drought.

oF
Tire Bargains
RIGHT C'HERE
600x16 $11.45 Exch.
plus tax
650x16 $14.95 Exch.
plus tax
REPLACED CORNEAS in eyes of Mrs, Sam B. Jones are examined
by nurse Capt. Hazel M. Jones in Walter Reed hospital, Washington. Mrs. Jones is wife of a U. S. Army chaplain stationed in
Munich, Germany. The new corneas were furnished by the Army
(Intcrnational)
cornea bank,

On the (Junior) Level

710x15 $14.95 Exch.
plus tax
12x36 '6-ply Firestone
Tractor Tires
ONE HALF PRICE

Have You Read Today's Classifieds

LATE MODEL 10 HP JOHNSON

Truck Tire Specials
Armstrong Heatmasters

Outboard Motor, looks like new
and large 18 foot plywood boat
btah for $300 will sell separately.
Ed F. Kirk.

700x17 6 ply $35.67

ONE MEAT COUNTER. GLASS
front. Jordaridrink box. Five foot
meat box. Artie
Spruce Street.

Wallis,

plus

114,2
(m12p)

tax

750x17 8 ply $45.79

WHEAT STRAW AND JAP HAY,
50 cents bale, fescue hay 50 cents
bale. Clovis Byerly, Murray Rt. 6,
phone 4103.
(m1.00

plus tax

750x20 10 ply $71.56
plus tax

DOUBLE WASH TUBS WITH
legs, basinette, and coffee table.
Phone„, 1688-5.
OnlOcl

750x20 10 ply $61.63
plus tax

[SERVICES OFFERED I

Gould National Batteries $11.95 exchange

FIRST CLASS PAPERHANGIING
end. aiwastetsule. Thomas
ph,
t
9109

Jordan,

Weguri;$24.95 'Seat
Covers $19.95

I014)

if Murray ae .1 pay
'ear for each lire by.
ained by the City of

the first one hundred
maintained
For all
I Maintained over and
sum of one hundred.
Murray shall pay for
rate of $33 60 each

customers shall

pay

•cording to the folloWs

e:

oade

1130
075

0.88
0.57
048
0 42
033
0 24

018

0.15
0 12
0.09

Outside
City
$1.80
090
081
72
086
054
048
0341
021
0.15
0 12
0.09

'endered by the munlsystem.

this the 5th

Rteenoe
Per Yr.
150.00
36 00
2.40
330 40
180 fa)

210.80
38 Id)
18 00
1890
180))
12!)
1,500 lei

80 00
120
24.00
00
1818)
54)
15)10
18.00
6.00
30 90
Nib()
210 le
44111)
270 lel
18 1$)
36 00
43.20
1,54,0181
7200.

day

IRT, Mayor

tOGAN, City Clerk

of
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eke could only Mt at tail recepShelly frowned. Eleanor? Yea,
CHAPTER TWENTY-SEVEN
tionist's desk, smell tobacco smoke,
MYRA came back into the room Probably.
the ball where the telephone
And in a day or two, she her- listen to the muted murmur of
• tier record book were on the self saw Craig and Eleanor to- voices and the occasional laughtee,
No excuse to interrapt offered itde table. "You think it might gether. In his car ...
self. No phone calls, no emerneighborly, Ike, to run across
Well, if he couldn't do better..
gency; no patients arrived. She
e street and .. ." she began.
What right bad Shelly to be jeal"No!" said Ike, not looking up ous? She had her own husband. looked down at the appointment
book, turned the pages and sat
tram
m the little book in his big Didn't she?
•
frowning.
da.
far as the office went, he
As
"Shelly neither?"
What was going on? She looked
could spare a little time for early
"No!" said Eke again.
out through the window at the
rummer dalliance.
purely
should
rain which fell like dull silver. It
Myra subsided. "1
No, it was not her affair.
tke to hear what Dr. Talboy says
fell in ribbons, and then in chains
Except .
of little silver beads anti small
crystal balls. As it hit the ground,
"You could go stand under the
Bak' Ike sarcastically.
In her "organization" of the of- it made a sound like tiny bits of
Beats tie. You couldn't get out fice, Shelly came up against the broken glass. Shelly sighed, and
itif that luaus* fast enough. Now truth as forcefully as if she had leaned her head against her hand.
yani want to go back..
run, full speed, against a brick
Finally, Eleanor left; Craig es1 "1 admire Dr. Talboy, especially wall. Beginning with her hrm, un- corted her to her car, and then
Myra.
said
tie's
upset,"
reestablishment
of
the
announced
When
came back to stand looking down
"I'm glad you ctida't warn the two waiting rooms, she bad gone at his blonde receptionist. "SomeMao of what he sou getting into," on to organize the patients who thing wrong?" he asked.
growled Ike.
came to sit in those rooms, ar"Of course not." She sat quickly
-Oh, that. not part of the ex- ranging them according to the
erect.
change's services. But 1 didn't claims they had upon the doctor's
He sat down in one of the chairs,
need to, anyway. He'll Know nye time and attention.
bounced it upon its steel frame,
seconds after be gits in there."
Again, she was given her plan
"1 see nil car lights . . „" an- by one of the many excellent books and then leaned back. "I thought
maybe you had a hesdache . . ."
nounced Shelly.
put out oy the various drug comIke gave each young woman a panies. This article had been titled. Shelly cleared her throat selfconsciously. "Was Miss Waish's a
stern look. They laughed, and set- "Who Gets to See the Doctor?"
professional call?" she asked coldtled back with their own reading
Shelly had read it with interest,
ly.
materiaL
and considered it in reference to
Craig's black eyes danced. "You
Stephen's office and his pauents.
It had been decided to level • Yes, it seemed a good plan, and 11 know it was not."
mall, regular charge against the Craig did not object ...
"I was hoping it was:" she said
doctors to pay for the exchange
He did not On his return to his tartly.
service. The time would come practice after the accident he
"Why?"
when flte's work would move him seemed a bit-well, not chastened
"Because-" Her head went up.
eft, and the girl who would Chen -but he didn't point out Shelly* "Without it, we haven't taken in
take over for Myra must be paid. inexperience so often, nor talk to enough money today to feed
Donald."
That she was being paid made hec at all about dolls.
He shrugged. "Business couldn't
S9 she organized his visitors into
It tbillcult for Shelly to persuade
be
now
worse," he said cheerfully.
priority classifications. Viral came
Myra to take an evening off
and ,hen. "1 can do my traipsin his regular patients with appoint- "1 didn't realize how much it
ments-this would Include new- had fallen oft, until today."
be the daytime!"
He reached for a printed. form
"You don't traipse with Ike, comers to town who might become
Shelly pointed out.
regular patients. Second, his regu- which lay ors her desk. "It somedoctor a couple of
Myra glanced ..t the big, blond lar patients who carne to the office times takes
gpm, "You norms to traipse any- without appointments. Third, pa- years to recover from as bad a
noney?" she asked softly. tients who had been going to other case of gossip as I had, Shelly."
grinned. "One night a week, doctors, and now would try Dr. lie spoke calmly, seeming more insafegfae," he helped Shelly.
Talboy. Emergencie4, of course, terested in the paper he held.
But Shelly was shocked to her
And don't worry about the came in where they occurreo and
calls," Shelly assured the girl. "1 according to their urgency. Next heels. "You don't mean-" lie
won't get things balled up"
in Une were the "detail" man, the glanced at her. And rubbed his
It was from one of the "traip. legitimate salesmen of drugs and hand back over his hair. "Sure.
gin'" expeditions that Myra apparatus, and so on. After them, Half the town still talks about my
brought beck word of seeing Craig the salesmen who were not to be being drunk and letting people
with a girl. And *sea a girl! "I classified as legitimate-this cov- die. The other half listens. Nobody
'bout had to tie my handkerchief ered a varied field, neckties, ciga- wants to risk his life in my hands."
She could not speak. She leaned
over se's eyes." she claimed.
rettes, real estate ... and last to
"DO you know who she was"
get in ahould be such family mem- back In her chair and stared,
No. She was quality. I think. bers and friends as might drop white-faced, at him. "But-a
"1 know," he said quietly. "The
If not, she's bein' kept right hand- into the office for a visit.
Here Shelly took what comfort truth was established. The truth
some.'
never
Makes as good a story to
Shelly frowned.
she could In making Eleanor Walsh
tell and repeat. But gradually it
"Dark, she was," Myra added. wait till the very last
And it was here, too, that she will be told. It will take time, of
"Hair bong to her shoulders, and
ran Into the brick wall. Because, course."
combed out that pretty way
"And, meanwhile?"
never could manage. Jest enough one day, there was no one in the
His face was stern. "Meanwhile,
curl- She had on a green dress, left-hand waiting room except
and If the night hadn't been warm, neanor. The Reverend Prewett I've lust most of Stephen's pracshe'd been Makin' pneumonia. It had been there earlier; he was go- tice!" he said harshly. "Shelly. I'm
In no way offered protection to ing to have to undergo surgery sorry about that I-if I knew any
for his ulcer; Craig had attended way to change that!- but even
that girl's chest."
to him, and to those patients con- my moving out wouldn't help that
Shelly laughed.
"She was right pretty," Myra nected with his plant services, and situation. Nothing will help it Pamused. "Those sort of slinky, dark Shelly could find no reason not to tients don't come to a doctor they
eyes. She didn't seem to talk let Eleanor go into the doctor's can't trust."
(To 17c Continuccl)
mile*b4 her sort don't need to." consultation room.
,
n:.7beth
-*salsa
D1strunit:47-17 tuna

Here's an easy say to teach youngsters, at an early age, to hang up their
hats, coats, and other clothing --and it's a good way to add extra closct
.
-race. too. Jost stick two rows of these unique 'calf-adhering plastic hoe,
the inside of the closet door, one row at a "junior level" easily height.
The
rie0:
-Fee
,he children and another row at-aduTt.. and ei,•
•-an be applied eithout tools, nails. or SCTel,
he door, simply by moistening their adhesive-coated
• then against the door.

The vicinity of a lady's shower is no place for a gentle.
Africa, as Ave Gardner
man, even in unpredictable
primly points out to Clark Gable as she asks him for
her robe in a scene from "Mogambo," M-G-M's thrill- E.
Side Court Squair
packed romance of a safari boss and a jungle-stranded i
Phone 135
Broadway show girl_ The exciting drama was filmed
on a four-months location trek through British East Al- _Let us check your buttery
FREE
rice and French Equatorial Africa. It opens today at
the Varsity Theatre.

Co.
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BUT,
IT'S

ONLY THING WHICH

HASN'T HAPPENED TO
ME YET IS BEIN'
KILT Blf A TRUCK!!

C.
-.1640s--•••

ABBIE an' SLATS

By Raelnarn Van Buren

•
'IOU WERE LUCKY,
JASON...OR MAYBE

NA! NA!
PYOU'RE GOING TO
HAVE TO STAND TRIAL YOU'RE MAD..
FOR THE MURDERS
JUSTAS`MAD
OF ROD BRENT AND
AS ONE IS;
HORACE SNELL -AND
THE ATTEMPTED
MURDER OF DEBORAH

YOU WEREN'T,'

••••.

P,

EAMES .
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By Ernie Bushmillor

NANCY

MAKES
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THIRSTY
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Golden Circle Class
Meets In The Home
Of Mrs. Bill Dodson

Club:News Activities
Weddings Locals

1Per7sIluWieserete••—•‘=„

Mins Thelma Jones Is
Married To Herschel
Grace Last Thursday

College Student Speaks Of Experiences While
In France At DAR Meet At Hme Of Mrs. Beale

Social Calendar

Oury have the "Flag Day Luncheon"
Wendell
The Captain
Tuesday. Merck 9
Daughters of the at the Kenlake Hotel with Mr's.
The Foundational Class of the
marriage of Miss Thelma Chapter of the
First Baptist Church, Mrs. Edgar
40Cir.t. dalighter of _Mr. and Mrs. American Revolution met Satur- George Hart in charge of arrange- Shirley,
teacher, will have a socithe home of Mrs. E. J. ments.
Gerelie ?ones of Murray and Mr. day in
Mrs. W. E. Blackburn
Mrs.' Roy Devine rave an inter- al at the home of Mrs. Wayne
Hererhel M. crace of Hendereon. Beale with
co-hostess.
esting account of the "hirthlights" Geurin, South Eighth Extended, at
con of Mr. seed Mrs. Gentle Gram as the
The
Regent,
Mies
Mildred of the D.A.R. State Convention seven o'clock. Mrs. Myrtle Wall
of lippitinsvIlle.. was solemnized
Hatt-tier, presided. Mrs. W. P. held at .the Brown Hotel at Loilis- will give the devotion.
Thursday. March 4,
• • • •
Roberts gaire the opening prayer ville which she attended as a
The double ryng ceremony was
salute to the hag delegate from the Captain Wenread by the ReV.'Lloyd Wilson at and led in the
The East Side Homemakers Club
the minutes were read dell Oury Chapter. A more dehis home at four .o'clock in the after which
will meet with Mrs. 011ie Adair
and approved.
tailed report will be given at a
afternoon.
at one-thirty o'clock.
In the Essay Contest sponsored later date.
Attending the couple were the
Chapter
on
subject
by
of
• • • •
meeting
the
the
the
business
After
the
bride's parents, Mr. and Mrs. Gar"Freedom" the winners of the regent, Mies Mildred Hatcher, preThe Pottertown Homem a kers
die Jones,
Lewis Club will meet with Mrs. Ortis
liret three places were from Mur- sented the speaker. Mr
The bride chase for Par wedding a suit of light blue linen with ray High School, Mrs. A. B. Aus- Sego, a student from Austin Pea, Key at one-thirty o'clock.
trey end whrte aceessories and tin. teacher. They were. first place. State College. Clarksville, Tenn,
• • • •
who spoke on his expener ces and
at her shoulder he pinned a cor- Miss Billy Hine, second place. observations
An official inspection of Murray
France.
Charier
Dick
place.
third
Jackie
while
in
,
.
sage of white carnations. Mrs_
In addition to his duties as the Star, W. W. Adams, and Temple
Jones wore a navy suit with navy Burkeen. Honorable mention was
given
Kirksey.
Billy
Smith
pianist
of
of his church, as a Sun- Hill Eastern Star chapters will be
read white acnessories and her
Medals are awarded then, in this day School teacher and as a stu- held at the Woman's Club House.
Corsage was also of white carnaproject.
dent at the College. Mr. Sego is A banquet at six o'clock in the
tions.
It was announced the chapter teaching French at Fort Campbell evening will precede the inspecFollowing the ceremony a wedduring the past year has de- tion.
ding dinner was held at the home would plan to have the June and
meeting Saturday. June 12, when livered more than twenty lectures
• • • •
of Mr. and Mrs_ Gardie Jones on
various
organizations
civic
: to
the Coldwater Road. The table the three Chapters of Hopkins
Circles of the WMS of the First
wai overlaid with a ureic linen villa. Paducah and Murray would Like his father who is a minis- Baptist Church will meet at twoter. Mr Sego expects to devote
cloth arid centered with a beautithirty o'clock as follow? I with
his life to religious work. He
ful two-tiered . wedding cake The Mrs. Charles Caldwell
Mrs. R. L. Seaford: II with Miss
to
plans
be
a
foreign
missionary.
dinner guests included Mr and
Bettie Thornton; III with Mrs.
Mr.
Sego
in
said
thirties,
the
Mna. Ray Thurman arid Mrs Lon- Honored With Shower
George Upchurch: IV with Mrs.
Donald B. Watt II conceived the
nie- Joces
At Woman's Club House idea of an International Boys' Green Wilson.
Vier the charier the cauple left
Camp for the purpose of prompt• • • •
for an unannounced weeld pig trip.
Mrs. Charles Caldwell was the
The Girls Auxiliary tied the
•The 'bride ripkwivied her educa- honoree at a lovely planned stork ing better international relations
tion at lifurrey State College and shower held at the Murray Wom- on the personal level. The first Sunbeams of the Five Peint Mishas been employed as a registered an's Club House on Thursday organization was to become the sion will meet at the Baptst Stunurse at Jennie Stuart Memorial evening. Hostesses for the occasion experiment in International living dent Center at three-thirty o'clock.
under whose auspices Mi. Sego
Hospital iii
Hopkinsville.
The were Mrs. Max Walker. Mrs. Jes• • • •
couple will make their home m sie B McKinney and !Cs D. T. made his recent trip.
Wednesday. Marsh le
The civic clubs and other socieHenderson where the bridegroom Humphreys
The Harr is Grove Homemakers
ties and organizations of ClarksI, employed . with the Wilson
The gift table was overlaid with
ville sponsored the young man as Club will meet with Mrs. Lowell
Truck Company
a white cloth and centered with
an "Ambassador" from that com- Key at one-thirty o'clock.
•.• •
a bassinet. On the wall above the
munity to a town in France Lewis
• • • •
table were two large stoiks with
lived in a French home, where he
each holding a baby doll by their
The Arts and Crafts Club will
observed the family life, and obbeak. On the dons wera printed
meet with Mrs. Ben B Keys et
served the customs and methods
the chosen names by Mrs Caldof the French people. At the same two-thirty o'clock.
Jimmy Crawford, son of Mr and well for the coming arrival.
time the French people
• • • •
were
•
Mrs. K- T. Crawford, has been
Games were played by the
learning about this country, and
The Woman's Society -if Christ'weepier' Into Pi Tau Sigma hono- group with the recipients of th
rary mechanical eneinwera fester- prizes being Mrs. Evon Burk. Mrs. Clarkaville in particular. When he ian Service of the Masons Chapel
returned home- he began sharing Church
will meet
with
Mrs_
arty at Georgia Tech. Atlanta.
James Lassiter. Mrs. Joe =at Ward
gs
information
with
others Brooks Underwood at one-thirty
• • • •
and Mrs Ben Trevathan
Mrs.
through the press, the radio and o'clock.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Stairs of Alfred Young received the door
personal appearances.
Si, Louts: Mo., visited relatives In prize.
• • . •
During his lecture at the D.A.R.
the county recently
Refreshments were served bufThe North Murray Homemakers
meeting Saturday. Mr Sego em• • • •
fet style from the table overlaid
phasized that there is a lack of Club will meet with Mrs Bun
Mrs, Novill Pendergrass spent with a pink net and organdy cloth.
luxuries among the French peo- Swarm at one-thuty o'clock. Mealthe pest week with relatives in The appointments were in pale
ple, that their clothing entertain- ben piaase note change_ in date.a
*rrePhia. Tennessee.
pink dishes. Decorations in the
ment, and home life are all rela• a • •
• • • •
pale blue color were used throughtively high.
,kr. and )IIrg. Leon McGary of out the room.
Thursday. March 11
Similarly, he stated that the
Tenn-. /pent a few days
Those present were Mesdames
The West Hazel Homemakers
economic coodltions are largely
Sill Crouse. Virginia Hetry. _Has- responsible
Club will meet with Mrs. Bob
• redAtkOfa.11111641,7•
for this simplicity. The
sell Kuykendall. Allen Rose. Joe
oversee worker earns less than Moore at ten o'clock.
Pat Ward, Butt Jetton. Purdom
twenty-five dollars weekly, while
Outland Captola Cashon Desire
the skilled worker gains thirtyThe South Murray Homemakers
Caldweit Cron Burt. Leon Collie. five
dollars weekly The cost of Club will meet with Mr- Henry
Will Ed Stokes, Madilirn Vona'.
living compares favorably with Hargis at one-thirty o'clock.
Guthrie Churchill, Lavern Rowthe United States: however the
Billington
land
Owen
Alfred prices of
refrigerators aro other
Young. Paul Perdue. Grayson McT9NicaliT ONLY
The Wesleyan Circle of WSCS
household appliances are substan•,.
Char, Malay Lee. Ben Trevathan
of First Methodist Church will
tially higher.
and James L.:igniter. leis: Doris
In addition, the speaker explain. meet at the Student Center at
tat loan, Pies Rowland. the honoree and the
ed the reaction of the average seven-thirty o'clock
i. antertiO G110•11113.11A‘ hostesses
French wotker to political issues
• • • •
Cioloritoe, Yvonne dor
Unable to attend but sending
Within his own government. The
The American Legion Auxiliary
gifts were Mesdames Kathleen
Frenchman feels that as king as
will meet at the Legion Hall at
Todd. James Kuykendali. Patty
he is not directly affected, he
seven o'clock
All members are
'nod Thursday Futrell. Cleburne Adams. Jerldean does not need to concern himself
Hopkins. Codie Caldwell. Jean
urged to be peesent
with government affairs.
Feature
DI.'
Rickman. Margaret Ann Lyons.
• • • •
The decorations were most atOliver Cherry. Loraine Burkeen.
Road
tractive with an arrangement of
Woodmen Circle Grove 126 will
Nency McClure. Johnnie Taylor.
*ad
red roses and other containers meet at the Woman's Club House
T 0 Taylor. Nadean Beane, Nell
of Wrath
holding arrangements of peach at seven-thirty o'clock.
•
Allbritten. Romani Williams rid
blossoms and hyacinths.
• • • •
Roden Parks
A dessert course was served to
The Five Point Mission Circle
the following members: Mrs. E.
will meet with Mrs. Herms.ri Jones
J. Beale, Mrs. W E. Blackburn,
at three o'clock
Mrs- Roy Devine, Mrs. Price Doy• • • •
le. Miss Bernice Frye. Mass MildThe Young Matrons Group of
red Hatcher. Mrs. Leon Grogan,
SEE US FOft
the WMS of the: Memorial Bap.
Mrs. Ralph Woods. Mrs D. P.
bet Church will meet with Mrs.
McConnell, Mrs. W. P. Roberta:
Karbala calsiaets, Formica Tops, Book Cases, Door
James Childress. 1203 Poplar, at
and the visitor. Mr. Lewis Sego.
sal *iadeilw Frames, Built in Closets. Modernizing
seven-thirty o'clock.
• • • •
• • • •
Kitchaa and
The
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TUESDAY, MARCH 9, 1954

Hazel Route 2
News

The Golden Circle Sunday
School Class of the Memoral Baptist Church met in the home of
MARCH 8, 1954.
Mrs. Bill Dodson Thursday tear'.
This weather IS certainly of
ing at seven o'clock with twentyMarch weather, windy, rain, snow,
one members and five visitors at- and
very cold.
tending.
There is quite a bit of illness
-Living For Jesus", the class
song, was sung by the group after around here. Mrs. Henry Elkins
which the visitors were recognized is in the Murray Hospital, followby the class president, Mrs. Nolan ing surgery. Mrs. Matt Housderi has
yellow jaundice, Mrs. Georgs LinAdams.
ville has been in for a week with
• Mrs. Sam Hudgins gave the dearthritis, Gail Gregory and also
votion and Mrs. Solon Darnell led
Bonnie Faye St John have had
in prayer. A special song, "Precisore throats. Mrs. Tom Linville
ous Lord Led Me On", was sung
was able to attend church Sunday.
by Mrs. Adams, Mrs. Herbert Key
and Mrs. Dewey Lampkins, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Clayton are
The minutes were read and the at home again. Mrs Clayton has
treasurer's report given by Mrs. been in the Murray Hospital and
Bill Dodson. 'secretary - treasurer. Mr. Clayton visiting in Mayfield.
Mrs. Hampton Curd Is a little
She area presented gifts to the
one-hundred percent clasa mem- better, but - hasn't been able to go
bers—Mrs. Everett Nanny, Mrs. to church in three weeks.
Earl Tucker and Mrs. Herbert
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wilson
were the Monday callers of Mr.
Key.
The class voted to run a new and Mrs. I. E. Albritten and family.
contest with Mrs. Key and Mrs. They carried Uncle Buddy to Dr.
Lampkins being appointsd group Miller, for treatment We are idad
captains to each take one-half of he is able to be about again.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Crosen
the class t9 work for their side.
Being present at Sunday School, were the Wednesday night callers
bringing visitors, phone calls, visits of the Allbrittens.
Mr. and pers. Gene- White and
made, and cards and letters will
count as points. The losing side SOR.S of Paducah, were called home
will furnish a potluck dinner for last week b; be at the bedside of
the winning side at the regular Mr. Lon White, who suffered- a
stroke and is in the Murray Hosbusiness meeting next month.
For the April meeting Mrs. Pat- pital. Mrs. White and sons visited
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Hardy
ricia Futrell " was appointed to
give the devotion and Mss. Ortis Miller roe son, while they were
here.
Guthrie. Mrs. Everett Nar.ny, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. George Linville
Loretta Futrell and Mr's. Milburn
visited Mr. and Mrs
uford BarOutland were placed on the game
ton and son Feb. 21, and 22.
committee.
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Allbritten and
Games were played by the group
sons week, Feb. 22. dinner guests of
and delicious refreshments were Mrs. Amine
Morgan arid daughters.
served by the h,oste•i ti r those 'it Mr. and Mrs Buddy Carroll and
t. nding,
Diana. Mr. and Mrs. Jim Allbritlen

were Feb 27th visitors of the USDA CHECKS COST or
Morgan's, Mies Marne was in the
hospital at Paris with a cold, and PASTURE RESTORATION
sinus trouble
The Department of Agriculture
Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Carron at Washington has informed the
were the weekend guests of the University of Kentucky "that it
Jim Allbritten's.
does not reenmmend use of federal funds to initiate a pasture resMr. and Mrs. Clarence. Milner
toration program which has been
were recent guests of Mr. and
recommended by a few drought
Mrs. Ellis Shoemaker and family.
states."
-Mr. arid Mrs. .L.W. Salmon and
sons. were the Saturday night
The decision was said to be the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Georce result of a aurvey of 17 drought
Linville and Aunt Matt Housdea. states where seed,lime and fertiTheir other visitors and callers lizer needed in pasture restoration
during the past few days include would cost S306,000000. The cost
Mr. and Mrs. Collie Stubblefield weuld be still greater should other
and Janice, Mrs. Stella Wilms& Mr. states be added to the program.
and Mrs. I. F.. Allbritten and Gird The government has alreadsi, spent
Gregory, Mr. and 'Mrs. Jim Allbrit- $70,000,000 on the present
droueht
ten, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Simmons. program, it was
said.
Mrs. Hilton Williams, Mrs. Eunice
Housden, Mrs. Lassiter Hill, yelThe Department of Agriculture
vin Grogan, Dove Harmon and said it would continue under its
James Ls-t' Harmon, Mrs. Pauline present facilities to make credit,
Wilson, Bub and Patricia Wilsrin. technical assistance and other aid
and Mr. and Mrs. Meryl') Martin. available to farmers in the dr-might
Our sympathy is extended to the areas who need such help.
families of Mrs. Addle Farris of
Cherry Corner and Mrs. Jobe
Chilcutt of Buchanan. alas Mr. Joe
Loveb of Hazel and all others in Fir and Pine Framing and
Finish
the hisie of loved ones.
-Mrs. A. W. Simmons visited the Kurfee Paints, Galvanized
Murray Hospital Tuesday, seeing Roofing, Asphalt
Roofing
Mrs. Ella Nix, Lou White, Stoeker Doors and Windows,
Sheet
Hutson, Mrs_ Henry Elkins, Mss.
Rock and Hardware, Screen
Daugherty and possibly others. I
Wire.
hope :ill _the sick people at'.' soon,
enjoying normal health again.
SYKES BROS. LUMBER
Mr. and Mrs. Hilton Williams
COMPANY
and daughters were the Surday
Phone 388 New Concord Rd
night supper .guests of Mr. and
Mn. A. W. Simmons.
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'RE-KIDNAPED' TO STUTTGART
Don't forget . . . we specialize in helping every woman
to look her best. We custom-style each haircut to flatter
the features of the particular woman, that's why particular women4,,prefer 1.1
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EAU?"V SHOP
103 NO. 57:"Sr
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MRS. HANNAH tilltlgeS, re plays with son Jimmy, 6, In Stuttgart,
Germany, after imitating him there from England as she won a
round In her custody fight with her American husband, Harry Hillet* 36. The Brooklyn, N. T., house painter had "kidnaped"
Jimmy and taken him to England en route to U. B. This scene
is round& of Jimmy being "re-kidnapect"finternational Radiophoto)
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WANT YOUR CLOTHES TO
LOOK LIKE-NEW AGAIN?
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A BIG FAMILY CHORE

BIJCYS WOOD WORKING SHOP

Recipe of the Week

CLEO BUCY

S. 4th at City Limits
4

diansonsi bridal duo
the Set $125.00

1111111111111111,01161011110411

Friday. March It
The Advisory Council of the
Homemakers Clubs will rreet in
parsnips add a pleasant change
the Extension Service Office at
from the vegetables that ore cOnt-1
one-thirty o'clock.
rnonly served at this time of year
• • • e
Wash them thoroughly, then boil
Saturday, lallareb 13
until tender in salted water. When
Junior Grove 9 of the Woodmen
cooled slightly the thin peeling
I Circle will meet in the Woodmen
can be easily removed and the
Hall at two o'clock.
center core taken out if. it is
• • • •
stringy, say food specialists at the
HOMEMAKERS SAVE
University of Kentucky.
MONEY BY SEWING
Parsnip Puffs
I
If you want to save money. then
2 c. mashed parsnips
I learn to sew. IS the advice of
2 T milk
I homemakers in Hickman county.
1 T melted butter
Two hundred and thirty eight
I salt
members in 12 clubs estimated
1 egg
that they saved a total of 114.8115
1 T water
an their fall and winter ward34 c fine bread crumbs
robe's, according to records turned
Boll parsnip!, remove peeling
in to Mrs Edwina J Bordeau. farand center core, then mash Add
mer home demonstration agent
milk, butter and salt and half the
Lessons on clothing selection and
beaten egg. Cool Shape into balls,
construction were taught in tramroll in bread crumbs,' then in
ing schoole'to two leaders of each
beaten egg to which 1 tablespoon
club by Miss Verna Latzke, cloth• water has been added, then
ing spectilist at the University of
in crumbs again Fry in drippings.
Kentucky.
or brown in the oven If desired.
Here are some of the records
the mixture may be placed in a
showing how these thrifty women
casserole and topped with buttered
saved money: new garments male,
crumbs, then browned in the oven
924; hats made, 162; hats remodelMenu: Roast beef, parsnip puffs, ed.
51; tailored suits and coats
buttered cabbage, grapefruit salad, made.
36; garments repaired, 1.biscuits, butter and chocolate pud- 431;
garments altered, 255, and 90
ding.
basic wardrobes planned.

Phone 1799
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Let Us Dry Clean
Them Our Miracle

Bath.

JIMMIE BUCY

6
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SANITONE Way
•
SPOTS VANISH
•
PERSPIRATION GONE
•
GETTER PRESS
•
COSTS NO MORE
THAN ORDINARY
DRY CLEANING

•+:

Pr'
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•

We gct our all thc dirt so clothes hre
cleaner—colors and patterns brighter!
Come in or phone today!
Dresses silk sized for more body
ALFRED CYR, 12, begins one of the big chores in the Cyr household,
near Edmunistors N. It. He han the tedious job of shining the
family shoes The family Includes father, mother, and nine boys
and nine girls. The Cyrs have had 25 children since they were
married 26 years ago, but seven died.
(International)

BOQNE
LAUNDRY & CLEANERS
ehone 233

South Side Court Square
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